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1 Introduction

In this paper, I argue that filled pause selection (um/uh) is a sociolinguistic variable, conditioned by both internal and external factors. There appears to be a language change in progress towards selecting um more often than uh. In all respects, the (UHM) variable appears to pattern quantitatively just like all other sociolinguistic variables which have been examined, even though the locus (UHM) variation would seem to firmly reside in the speech planning domain. Combined with the quantitative systematicity of sociolinguistic variables across the full range of linguistic modules, I argue that the locus of variation may not be in the grammar, but rather constitutes a separate domain of knowledge, perhaps what Preston (2004) called the “sociocultural selection device.”

2 Variation in Grammar

Labov (1969) demonstrated that the relationship between copula deletion and contraction in African American English exhibited quantitative systematicity, thus constituted a non-trivial component of speakers’ knowledge of their language. He argued that this necessitated an expansion of the concept of “a rule of grammar” to include probabilistic weightings. At its best, the Variable Rule paradigm was exceptionally formal and explicit in the rules it proposed. For example, (1) is the proposed rule for TD Deletion in AAVE as formulated by Labov et al. (1968)

(1) Variable TD Deletion Rule (Labov et al., 1968, p. 136)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
- \text{cont} \\
- \text{grave} \\
- \text{nas} \\
- \text{comp} \\
- \text{-t,d}
\end{array}
\]

\(\rightarrow (\emptyset)/\left[ \begin{array}{c}
\alpha \text{ consonantal} \\
\zeta \text{ obstruent} \\
\gamma(+)\delta(+) \\
\beta(\sim \text{V})
\end{array} \right] \)

Despite some early concerns that inherent variability reflected a poverty of researcher imagination (Bickerton, 1971) and that it may not be possible to identify two forms that “mean the same thing” outside of phonology (Lavandera, 1978), the Variable Rule paradigm has persisted, and is still held up as the primary competitor to primarily usage-based approaches (Pierrehumbert, 2006; Guy, 2014). In fact, the variation-in-grammar approach has extended well beyond both the sociolinguistic and rule-based literature. Coetzee and Pater (2011) provide an overview of approaches to variation in the phonological literature including Partially Ordered Constraints, Stochastic OT, Noisy Harmonic Grammars and Maximum Entropy Grammars, the last three of which have defined learning algorithms.\(^1\) What these approaches to variation all have in common is that they account for patterns of variation within the grammar usually by appealing to additional grammatical principles.

A slightly different approach to accounting for linguistic variation is the Competing Grammars model. Competing grammars, as formulated by Kroch (1989, 1994), characterizes speakers as having multiple grammars from which they can probabilistically select, resulting in output variants competing for use. This is formally identical to the proposal by MacSwan (1997) that bilingual

\(^{1}\)An underdiscussed issue regarding these constraint based models of variation is that they appeal to variation data as part of their motivation, but also “gradient well-formedness”(Hayes, 2000; Keller and Asudeh, 2002), meaning that these models predict that the less common variant is also less “grammatical,” which is not a common assumption or result of research in language variation and change.
code switchers have two lexicons from which they can draw. In a broad sense, the grammars define the possible selection space. For code-switching, these constraints are driven by whether the numeration which is drawn from the mixed lexicons can result in a valid derivation. However, in the case of variation, the probability of choosing, for example, a verb-raising grammar or a do-support grammar, is not itself encoded in the grammar nor governed by grammatical principles, but instead must constitute a separate kind of knowledge.

Proposing to separate at least some knowledge of variation from the grammatical modules is not an especially radical proposal. The fact that language external factors, like gender, class and style condition linguistic variation would seem to demand this sort of division of knowledge, although there are notable exceptions. Weinreich et al. (1968, ex (4)) incorporated style, class and age into the grammatical formulation of New York City (r), and Guy and Cutler (2011) argued that style is a post-lexical process. On the other hand Preston (2004), in sketching out a psycholinguistic model of sociolinguistic variation, proposes a “sociocultural selection device,” which moderates selection among options presented by speakers’ grammar(s), but stands apart as a separate module. In a similar vein, Labov et al. (2011) investigated properties of the “sociolinguistic monitor” which they say “might be conceived of as a separate processing and storage module, or as the capacity to do a calculation on the fly at any time by an inspection of remembered tokens.” Tamminga et al. (in press) take perhaps the most granular approach recently, subdividing the conditioning of variation into s(osiostylistic)-conditioning, i(nternal)-conditioning and p(sychological)-conditioning, specifically arguing that i-conditioning and p-conditioning are architecturally distinct. The logic of their argument rests on the fact that there are some factors that condition linguistic variables that never condition obligatory alternation. For example, an English auxiliary verb is more likely to contract the shorter the preceding NP is (MacKenzie, 2013), but there are no attested languages with obligatory contraction if the preceding NP is less than 5 words, and obligatory non-contraction otherwise. Tamminga et al. (in press) argue that conditioning factors like these belong to the domain of p-conditioning.

This paper pursues a similar logic in arguing for separate domain of knowledge for linguistic variation. I will be arguing that a phenomenon typically considered paralinguistic, or properly part of the speech planning system, exhibits the same quantitative systematicity as any linguistic variable. Where Tamminga et al. (in press) argue on grounds that some conditioning factors are never involved in categorical alternation, and perhaps not expressible in the grammar internal formal system, I will be arguing that the core variable itself is probably not part of the grammatical system.

3 Filled Pauses

“Filled Pauses” refers to the fillers uh and um, which are also commonly represented orthographically as er and erm. I will refer to these to variants as UH and UM to indicate the vowel final and nasal final variants, respectively, while completely glossing over any variation in vowel quality that may exist between them or between dialects. I will identify the variable itself as (UHM). (UHM) is commonly categorized as a speech disfluency along with repetitions, false starts and other repairs (e.g. Shriberg (1999)). In terms of defining the envelope of variation, it would be reasonable to ask whether it is acceptable to include only UH and UM and not these other kinds of disfluencies and fillers. In this respect, I am following the lead in the psycholinguistic literature which often treats these fillers separately from others (e.g. Clark and Fox Tree (2002)). Kendall (2013) also demonstrates that (UHM) has a quantitatively distinct effect on adjacent silent pauses, which are markedly longer than when adjacent to other fillers like “like”, “well”, etc.

Clark and Fox Tree (2002) propose that UM and UH serve separable functions in speech. They argue that while both filled pauses serve as a signal of the speaker’s cognitive load, or planning error, UM signals greater difficulty than UH. They find that silent pauses following UM are longer on average than silent pauses following UH, a result replicated by Kendall (2013, figure 6.11). They argue that this means UH and UM are “words like any other,” with distinct meanings. This proposal has fueled some debate within the psycholinguistic literature regarding speaker awareness and agency which is strikingly similar to issues surrounding socioindexical meaning in sociolinguistics.
(see Campbell-Kibler (2012)). For example, in their review article on the psycholinguistic research on filled pauses, Corley and Stewart (2008) conclude that there is strong evidence that fillers occur in contexts of high cognitive load, “[b]ut this does not prove that they are used by speakers to signal, for example, that there will be a delay in the speech stream due to uncertainty, except in the sense that smoke signals fire.”

In terms of sociolinguistic research on (UHM), Tottie (2014) found that the overall rate of filled pause use (specifically not analyzing UH and UM separately) differed between the Santa Barbara Corpus and the British National Corpus. There was also considerable inter-speaker and inter-context variation. She specifically connects a high (UHM) rate to task-related speech, and a lower (UHM) rate to small talk in both the SBC and the BNC. In a public speaking context, on the other hand, (UHM)-leness is held up as the standard (Erard, 2008).

4 UM rising

A number of researchers have noted in English that women and younger speakers have a higher UM:UH ratio (Acton, 2011; Tottie, 2011; Laserna et al., 2014). Acton (2011) suggests that this may reflect a language change in progress. Wieling et al. (in press) demonstrate a similar age and gender effect on the UM:UH ratio across a number of different Germanic languages, including North American English varieties, British English varieties, Dutch, German, Norwegian and Danish & Faroese.

The North American English analysis in Wieling et al. (in press) included data from the Philadelphia Neighborhood Corpus [PNC] (Labov and Rosenfelder, 2011). In total, 25,514 filled pauses were extracted from the PNC transcriptions, and coded for their duration, following segment, following segment duration, and demographic information for each speaker. Figure 1 displays the proportion of UM usage out of all filled pauses for each speaker, with an average for each decade overlaid.

Under an apparent time analysis, the data in Figure 1 looks like a textbook language change in progress. The change follows a classic S-shaped curve, and men are approximately a generation behind women. Partially due to men’s exceptionally low rate of UM usage early in the 20th century (close to 0%), fitting a logistic regression to the entire data set proved difficult. The most complex model which converged included gender, date of birth (centered at 1970 and divided by 10), their interaction, a categorical variable encoding whether the following segment was a silent pause, and a random intercept by speaker. Table 1 displays the fixed effects summary; all fixed effects are significant. The effect of being male puts speakers approximately 22 years behind in terms of the rate of change, but it appears that the male rate of change is significantly faster. As expected based
|               | Estimate | Std. Error | z value | Pr(>|z|) |
|---------------|----------|------------|---------|----------|
| (Intercept)   | -0.960   | 0.142      | -6.769  | <0.001   |
| gender=male   | -1.232   | 0.217      | -5.675  | <0.001   |
| decade        | 0.549    | 0.042      | 13.061  | <0.001   |
| following pause | 1.750   | 0.053      | 33.072  | <0.001   |
| gender=male×decade | 0.194 | 0.072      | 2.699   | 0.007    |

Table 1: Fixed effects predicting the use of UM. Decade is centered at 1970. The reference level for gender is female.

on Clark and Fox Tree (2002), a following silent pause has a large effect favoring UM.

However, it is worth considering whether these results truly reflect a change in filled pause selection itself, or whether this is an illusory result based on other unmodelled covariates. For example, a speakers’ date of birth is highly correlated with their age in the PNC, so Figure 1 may reflect a process of age grading where as speakers get older, they are more likely to select UH. Alternatively, there may be some other underlying change occurring of which greater UM selection is merely symptomatic. D’Arcy (2012) proposes this kind of analysis for rise of the be like verb of quotation in New Zealand English. She argues that the rise of be like is partially driven by a shift in what kinds of “speech” (e.g. internal speech, mimetic speech, thoughts) are introduced into discourse at all, and that these kinds of speech favor use of be like. For (UHM), there may be a similarly new kind of discourse act coming into usage that disproportionately favors UM.

4.1 The effect of generational cohorts

In order to address whether the relationship between UM usage and date of birth reflects a lifecycle or generational effect, I fit a generalized additive mixed effects model predicting UM usage by a two dimensional tensor product smooth of date of birth and year of interview (see Wieling et al. (2011)). Figure 2 plots highest posterior density confidence intervals for the predicted logit UM usage from the model for a number of representative date of birth cohorts. The way to interpret the strictly horizontal estimate for the 1940 cohort is that their UM usage rate is stable regardless of whether they were interviewed in 1973, 1993, or 2013 There is, in fact, not a reliable effect of the year of interview on predicted UM usage for any date of birth cohort.

![Figure 2: The interaction of date of birth cohort and year of interview on UM usage](image)

The conclusion to take away from these results is that this change, whatever it may be, is
incrementing between generational cohorts, not within them.

4.2 Trading Frequencies

Another alternative is that a new discourse use of UM has entered into the language which boosts UM usage, rather than UM usage replacing UH usage in roughly equivalent contexts. An analogical example to this is the relationship between *computer* and *typewriter*. In the Google Books Corpus (Michel et al., 2011), *computer* appears to replace *typewriter* in a characteristic S-shaped curve across the 20th century. However, if we look at the frequency of *computer* and *typewriter* in isolation, rather than trading off in frequency, it is obvious that *computer* has rapidly increased in frequency due to other cultural shifts, while *typewriter* has remained relatively stable.

![Figure 3](image1.png)

Figure 3: Left: the proportion of *computer* out of *computer*+*typewriter* frequency. Right: The isolated frequencies of *computer* and *typewriter*.

![Figure 4](image2.png)

Figure 4: UM usage and UH usage trading in frequency.

If the increasing use of UM reflected a new discourse function coming into usage that favored UM, we would expect to see UM increasing in frequency with UH remaining relatively stable. Figure 4 plots the frequency of UM and UH per 1,000 words for each speaker’s interview, with the estimated frequency from a mixed effects poisson regression model overlaid. For women, the
declining slope of UH is nearly equal and opposite that if UM. For men, the increasing slope of UM is notably steeper than the declining slope of UH, but this may be a statistical artifact driven by the fact that early in the 20th century men hardly used UM at all. Over all, it appears that UM and UH are trading off in frequency of use. This is more compatible with the analysis that UM is replacing UH in usage broadly in equivalent contexts, rather than UM increasing in frequency independent from UH usage.

4.3 No effect of being turn initial

There is a long standing hypothesis that filled pauses are used to hold the floor in conversation (e.g. Lallgee and Cook (1969)), and some people have the intuition that initial UM carries connotations of being “snotty” (Zimmer, 2014). Given these facts, it seems important to investigate the role of turn position on (UHM), especially since turn initial UM may be the best candidate for a new discourse function coming into use.

The PNC (UHM) data was coded according to who the speaker was immediately preceding the filled pause: the same speaker (“self”), or another speaker, like the interviewer or any other third party (“other”). Figure 5 plots the proportion UM in each turn context for each speaker, with the fits of a mixed effects logistic regression model overlaid. The models included predictors for date of birth (centered at 1970 and divided by 10), the previous speaker, their interaction, and random slopes for the previous speaker and random intercept by speaker. Separate models were fit for men and women to aid convergence. In these models, there was not a significant main effect of the previous speaker identity, nor was its interaction with date of birth significant. The size of the effects are observable in Figure 5.

![Figure 5: The effect of turn position on (UHM)](image)

It does not appear that the most likely candidate for a new discourse function for UM (turn-initial UM) has an effect on this variable.

4.4 (UHM) Change Conclusion

It appears that (UHM) is undergoing a language change just like any other. The change is incrementing between generational cohorts, and is being led by women. When analyzing the frequencies of UM and UH in isolation, it appears that they are trading in frequency. This result is most compatible with the usual interpretation of language change in progress than UM is replacing UH in equivalent contexts. While there doesn’t seem to be an effect of turn position on (UHM), it is conditioned by...
whether it is followed by a silent pause, as well as the duration of the silent pause (see Wieling et al. (in press)).

5 Placing (UHM) in the linguistic system

Based on the interaction of (UHM) with preceding determiners, it appears as if (UHM) insertion happens relatively late in the speech planning process. It has been noted that (UHM) behaves like any other vowel initial word by triggering the unreduced form of the [ði:] (Arnold et al., 2003). However, it does not condition the phonologically conditioned allomorph an (Pak, in press). In the PNC, when (UHM) follows the indefinite determiner, the determiner is realized either as [ə] or [æ], but never as [ən] or [æ]. This would suggest that (UHM) is not incorporated into utterances like most normal vowel initial words are. According to the speech planning system from Levelt (1989), there is a speech monitor that is “a device that is external to the production system” that inserts (UHM) into an utterance, presumably after the indefinite determiner allomorph has been selected. The elongation of the determiners [ði:] and [æ] would seem to be a symptom of interrupting the speech stream, an effect which also impacts (UHM), as Shriberg (1999) demonstrated that the duration of the vowel in (UHM) is much longer than [ə] or [æ] are in any other lexical item.

6 Conclusion

There is a remarkable quantitative systematicity in variation across multiple domains of language, including:

(2) a. Discourse (e.g. Tagliamonte (2008))
   b. Morpho-syntax (e.g. MacKenzie (2013))
   c. Phonology (e.g. Guy and Boberg (1997))

To this list we can now add the system of speech planning and monitoring that inserts (UHM) when a speaker experiences speech planning difficulty. The conclusion we can draw is either that the formal properties of these linguistic modules are nearly identical, such that they produce similar quantitative systematicity, or that the source of the quantitative systematicity is a property of a separate domain of linguistic knowledge that interacts with all of these systems. Developing analyses of the grammatical structure of linguistic variables undoubtedly improves our understanding of their quantitative patterning and interaction, since the grammar generates the pool of options speakers can choose from (for recent excellent examples, see Tamminga (2014)). However, it may be a mistake to incorporate speakers’ quantitative knowledge entirely into the grammar itself. Moving the quantitative knowledge that selects among the alternatives generated by the grammar into a sociocultural selection device, or a sociolinguistic monitor, may simultaneously simplify grammatical theories and account for the cross-domain systematicity of sociolinguistic variation. Moving quantitative knowledge outside of the narrow grammar does not mean that this knowledge is “extra-linguistic.” It should remain clear that speakers’ arbitrary knowledge of their language is not coextensive with the narrow grammar, and it is this knowledge of language that is the primary object of linguistic inquiry.
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